BIC Training Courses

Training for an empowered, informed supply chain

SUCCESSFUL SUPPLY CHAINS START WITH PEOPLE

COURSE NAME:
Introduction to XML transactions and web services

WHO IS THE COURSE AIMED AT:
The course is aimed at those responsible for selecting, developing and maintaining back office systems used for transactional communications in the supply chain. In particular, it is aimed at managers who are considering the possible need to move away from traditional EDI-based communication and wish to understand the potential benefits and consequences of implementing XML messaging and web services for supply chain communications.

COURSE LEVEL:
A basic knowledge of XML would be helpful but is not essential. Familiarity with existing systems for communication of transactions such as orders, despatch notes, invoices, cancellations and returns is likely to be important in ensuring that participants gain the maximum from the course.

COURSE CONTENT:
Prior to the course we will contact trainees to enquire if they have specific areas of concern/interest. So although each course can be tailored to a certain degree the overall content is as follows:

The course aims to provide a basic understanding of the ways in which XML can be used in the expression and exchange of transactional messages, and their advantages/disadvantages compared with traditional EDI.

The EDItX family of transactional messages is introduced and the EDItX Sales Report format is considered in detail. BIC’s web service standards are described in detail. It is intended to include a practical demonstration of BIC’s web services, as implemented by Bertrams.

COURSE LENGTH:
This is a full day course. To book please visit http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/event/5424940142

PRICE:
BIC Members : £295
Non Members : £395